VERTICAL
VIDEO
SUCCESS STORY

A VERIFIED WAY TO INCREASE INSTALLS BY 2.3 TIMES AND INAPP PURCHASES BY ALMOST 6 TIMES SIMPLY BY OPTIMIZING
YOUR VIDEO FORMAT ON FACEBOOK AND INSTAGRAM
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THE IMPACT

PEOPLE NATURALLY HOLD
THEIR PHONES VERTICALLY
As you probably know, every advertiser has the
opportunity to integrate their video messaging into
a native experience on Facebook and Instagram.
A recent Facebook study has found that people
respond more positively to vertical videos, which are
more likely to be watched for longer and with
sound.

With the help of ten brand advertisers in North
America, Latin America and Europe, the impact of
vertical video ads was tested against horizontal and
square video ads. The tests used the same creative,
video length, targeting, budget and bid, with the
only diﬀerence in aspect ratio. Seven of the ten tests
showed that vertical video ads drove an incremental
increase in brand lift, including a three- to ninepoint increase in ad recall.
You can use vertical videos for Facebook News
Feed, Instagram and Instagram Stories ads, though
the aspect ratio would diﬀer.
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We want to share an extraordinary story about the
vertical video format power. Our client decided to
launch two campaigns. One consisted of ads with
horizontal video creative, and the other with vertical

video to make it more eﬀective. Thus we had a
perfect evidence for mind-blowing eﬀectiveness of
vertical video format.

SUCCESS

METRICS
Just take a look at the metrics. They speak for
themselves.

We can see a drastic increase through the whole
sales funnel: from video views to purchases:
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This is a perfect example of vertical video
eﬀectiveness. Why pay more when you can reach
such metrics simply be adjusting video format? You
can even use your horizontal video creative and
crop and alter it a bit. Cheap and eﬀective.

Though shooting video for vertical and mobile from
the start, instead of just modifying existing
horizontal creative, may help ensure your
campaigns have the maximum impact.

